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ABSTRACT 
Let X be a normed space, z E X, llzll= 1. Th en m(z) is the in&mm of the lengths 
of all curves in the unit sphere of X, connecting z and -5, and m(X) : =inf {m(s) : 
:11z11= 1). If m(z) = 2, then z is a flat spot. 
It is proved here, that, if m(X)=2 (equivalently, if the completion of X is not 
super-reflexive), then, for every a#O, X admits an equivalent norm for which 20 
iS 8 flat Spot. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been conjectured (e.g. [8], [13, Conjecture 17T]), that a Banach 
space having a flat spot is not reflexive. We show not only that this 
conjecture does not hold, but prove that a normed space X has a flat 
spot for some equivalent norm iff m(X) = 2, i.e. iff 2 is not super-reflexive. 
It is well known that there exist reflexive Banach spaces which are not 
super-reflexive (e.g. (r-, @ c~(n))~z). 
For our proof we use a property that a normed space possesses iff it 
has a flat spot for some equivalent norm, but which can be formulated 
by means of the original norm. It is derived from the I&mite Supported 
Tree Property, defined by R. E. Harrell and L. A. Karlovitz in [9], and 
shown there to be equivalent to being flat for some equivalent norm. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PREREQUISITES 
Normed slpace will me= normed linear space over the real numbers, 
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and mbspace will mean linear subspace. Let X be a normed space. Then 
BX denotes its unit ball, Sx its unit sphere, X its completion, and X* 
its dual space. 
For a curve (i.e. rectifiable geometric curve ([l], [13])) y in X, Z(y) 
will be its length. 
The following concepts are introduced by J. J. Schaffer ([12], [13]). 
If x E Sx, then m(x): = inf (Z(y): y is a curve in Sx with endpoints x 
and -x>, and m(X): = inf {m(z): x E Sx}. The number 2m(X) is called 
the girth of X. For all normed spaces X we have 2<m(X)<4 ([12], [13]), 
and CC E Sx is called a flat spot if m(x) = 2. 
The properties m(X) > 2, 8 is super-reflexive, and X is isomorphic to 
a uniformly rotund space, are equivalent ([ll], [7], and [lo], or [4]). 
Hence these properties are isomorphically invariant. 
The n-dimensional space Bn provided with the co-norm 
is called h(n), and fin provided with the P-norm 
is called P(n). For normed spaces X, (n E n), the Zs-sum (rB1 @ X,)l2 
is defined as the space of all sequences x= {x@)>E1 such that x(n) E X, 
(n in) and (11x(“)ll}~1 E 12, with llxll: = ~l(llx(~)~~}~~~2. 
For general reference, see [13], [3], and [4]. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 1. Let (X, 11. II) be a normed space. -If 8 is not super-re$exive 
(i.e., m(X) =2), then for every x0 E X\{O} there e27ists a norm 111. III on X 
which is equivalent to II.II, such that xo is a glut spot for (X, 1 I1. III). 
REMARK la. The converse of Theorem 1 is also valid. Indeed, if x0 is 
a flat spot for (X, 1 I) - 11 I), then m((X, 1 II - 11 I)) = 2, and since the last property 
is isomorphically invariant, m((X, 11. I])) = 2. 
We shall prove Theorem 1 by combining the following Propositions 3 
and 6. First we give 
DEFINITION 2. LetXbeawmed8~acea?uZtakex~:oXa?&d6E(O,l). 
We sag that the property F(Q, 9) holoT in X iff for all Q E (0, 1) and for 
all n E Xl there exist n points x,,%,~ E Bg (i = 1, . . . , n) and n functid 
x&j E Be (j= 1, . . . . n) such that the #oZZowing properties hoZd: 
(4 IL x~,~,c=w (e E (0, 1); n EnI, 
(b) <xe,n,t, 44 
>e6 if j-ci 
<-es if jai 
(eE(0, 1); nE$I; i,j=l, . . . . n), 
(4 I&J.n,t, cc&j)1 98 (e, 0 E (0, 1); n, nz En; i= 1, . . . . n; j= I, . . . . m). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (X, II-II) be a normed space. If for mme 20 E X and 
612 (0, 1) 3(x0,9) holds in X, then there fxcists a norm II/./II on X which 
is equivalent to I(-II, such that x0 is a JEat spot for (X, I/ 1 a 11 I). 
PROOF. Suppose that P(Q, 6) holds, and take x~,~,$ and X&J for all 
eE(O,l), nEYl2, i,j=l,..., n, according to Definition 2. Now define 
(compare [9, Proof of Theorem l]) 
(1) lll4ll:= max {ll4l, sup ; l(T $,n,,>l} (z E a 
PC(O.1) 
naN 
f-1.....n 
Clearly III- 111 is a norm on X, and 
Furthermore, by (c), 
(2) Ill~Q,n,tlll<l (eE 0% 1); nen; i=l, . . . . 12). 
Since for any e E (0, 1) and n EI~I we have, by (2), (1) and (b), 
it follows from (a) that 
W1I~0lII~e. 
Since this holds for any e E (0, 1), we find that 
(3) Ill~olll=l~ 
We shall prove that za is a flat spot in (X, I I I - I I I). Choose E > 0 arbitrarily. 
Take e E (0, 1) and n E Tr such that 
(4 en> 2 and 4 
Now, by (1) and (b) (with the convention that empty sums are 0), 
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(i.e. J,,e ([14]) holds in (X, I(]. II])). Using the same ideas as in [la, Proof 
of Theorem 3.21, take 
1 
03) - p= en-2 
and 
Let up be the polygon with consecutive vertices ys, yl, . . . . yn. Then for 
any z E p, we have ]/Ix] I I > 1. Indeed, any such 2 has the form x = Ay,-i + 
+(1-A)yj for some jE (1, . . . . n} and 3, E [0, 11. Hence, by (7), (6), (2) 
and W, 
>j+n-2il)>&n-2)= 1. 
Furthermore, by (7) and (2), 
(8) Z(P)= ,f( IllYf-Yj-dll=tc ,t III-2~~,~,1lll<2n~. 
Now consider the curve y consisting of the interval [xs, ye], the polygon p, 
and the interval [y,, -a]. 
From (a) and (7) follows that ya = rips and yn = -npxe, and hence, by 
(3), (8), (6) and (4) we have 
=2+4(* -1) <2+&. 
So, for any E> 0 we can find a curve y connecting 20 and -xc, which 
lies completely in {VEX: l]IxIl]> l), and with Z(y)<2+s. Hence, by [13, 
Theorem SD], xs is a flat spot in (X, ]]l.]]]). q 
Recently, D. van Dulst and J. J. Schliffer ([S]) showed that Zi and ~0 
are isomorphic to Banaoh spaces which have a flat spot. These results 
now appear as a consequence of Proposition 3, since in both spaces 
F(Q, 6) holds for appropriate za and 8. We show this for CO; the con- 
struction for 11 is quite similar. 
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EXAMPLE 4. ht {en}gl be the standard basis in CO, and {G}El be 
the standard basis in Zl=(co)*. We claim tha,t .F(+el, a) holds in CO. To 
begin, take a subsequence b(n)}:1 of n, such that p(n)+n<p(n+ 1) 
(n EI~), and define 
6-l 
yn.t : = 1 em+k - i em)+k (7bel-l; i=l, . . ..?a). 
k-l k-4 
Note that 
(Yn,i, 4w+f) = 
1 if j<i 
-1 if j>i 
(n El2; i, j=l, . . . . n), 
while 
(yn,6, 4h+f)=O (n#m; i= 1, . . . . 12; j= 1, . . . . m), 
which brings us close to (b) and (c) of Definition 2. 
Now it is easy to check that all the conditions of the definition of 
F(&l, &) (Definition 2) are fultiled if we deCne z~,~,~ end a&:.nj (here, 
in fact, independent of e) by 
xe,n,t:=t(el+yn.t-f hil yn,k) tee@, 1); nEn; i=l, . . ..n). 
2&J:=*((l-~)e~+e$n)+f) (eE(O,l); men; j=l, . . ..n). 
Example 4 immediately suggests, that about the same can be done in 
(r-, @ co(n))lz, which is reflexive, but not super-reflexive. Indeed we 
have 
EXAMPLE 6. Take X= (rmr @ c&))lz. Then X* can be identified 
with (r-, @ Zl(n))lz. Let {en,k);-1 be the standard basis of the canonical 
* copy of co(n) in X (n in), and let {Q} g-1 be the standard basis of the 
canonical copy of P(n) in X* (n ~:n).Then P(1/1/6 el.1, I/110) holds in X. 
Indeed, define 
i-l 
yn,{: = 2 %+l,k- i en+l,k @En; i=l, . . . . n)- 
k-l k-4 
Then the conditions of Detition 2 are fulfilled if we define x~,%,~ and 
x&f (again independent of e) by 
:= ~(a.l+fh,t 4,nJp -a h$l yn,k) (eE(O, 1); nEl% $=I, . . ..n). 
dr:=+((l- ~)efaI+~+I,f) (eE(O, 1); nEI3; j=l, . . ..n). 
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The next step is to extend these results to an arbitrary normed space 
X with m(X)=2. This is done in Proposition 6, the proof of which is in 
fact modelled after Examples 4 and 5. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let X be a wrmed space with m(X) = 2. Then F&q, &) 
holds in X for every X~E A%. 
Before giving the proof of Proposition 6, we prove some lemmas. 
LEWXA 7. Let X be a nowned space with m(X) = 2, and 1e.t Y be a closed 
subspace of X with codim Y <ea. Then m(Y) = 2. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to give the proof for codim Y = 1. Suppose that 
in that case m(Y) > 2. Then there exists a norm 111. ]]I on Y which is 
equivalent to the original norm on Y, such that ( Y, I ) 1.1 I I) is uniformly 
rotund (see Section 2). Then X is isomorphic to ((Y, 1 I1. I ]I) @ Q)ia, and 
the last space is uniformly rotund ([2]), and therefore m(X) > 2. 0 
LEMMA 8. Let X be an i@nite-dimen&m.ul normed space. Then for 
every e E (0, 1) and for every finite-dimensional subspace N of X the exists 
a closed subspace M of X with codim M<oo such that M n N= (0) and 
llP[l<2+~, if P: M+N -+ M is the projection onto M with ker P = N. 
PROOF. (Compare the usual proof of the existence of a basic sequence 
in any Banach space (e.g. [4, Proposition 5.13]).) 
Let {xi, . . . . xk} be an e/(1 +E) -net for SN. Take a$ E X* such that 
Ilxfll=(xg, xf)= 1 (i= 1, . . . . k). 
Define M:= nf-, ker x?. Then M is closed, codim M < k< 00, and 
M n N=(O). 
Take x E N, y rz M arbitrarily. We still have to prove that 
IIYII < (2+&)ll~+Yll. 
It is no restriction to suppose that ]]x]] = 1. Then we can find an ic E (1, . . ., k} 
such that ]Ix--~~l]<e/(l+~). Thus 
ll~+Yll>ll%+yll-lls-qlll>(~~+y,x+&)- 2 =l- & 
Hence ]]x]]= l< (1 + c)]]x + y]], and therefore 
llYll~ll~+Yll+ll4l~P+4ll~+Yll~ cl 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6. The proof consists of several steps. 
I. Suppose m(X) = 2, and take xo E Sx. By induction we shall construct, 
for each n in, n points Xn,f E X (i= 1, . . ., n) and n functionals & E X* 
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(12) <X%6 4f.f) 1 
>+1- $-) ifj<i . 
<-&(’ ,!*) i* j>i (nEn; i93=1s.-*yn)9 
(13) I(xn,~,xZj)I<& (n,mEll; i=l,..., 12; j=l,..., m). 
If this is done, we claim that P($ ~0, &) holds. Indeed, let e E (0,l) and 
n E l2 be given. Choose h E Tl so large that 
l- 
Then the conditions of Definition 2 are fulfilled by setting 
Xe,n,r : = i X xhn,bGk (i=l, . . . . n), 
x&j:=x&J&j (j= 1, .,., n). 
II. To start the announced induction process, take an & E X* such 
that llx@ =(x0, x0*) = 1. Define 
Y,, : = sp (x0}, Z1 : = ker x:. 
Then YO r\ Zl= (0) and X = Yo+ 21, and if PO: X --f 21 is the projection 
onto 21 with ker PO = Yo, then PQ=x- (x, xZ)q so lIPoIl < 2. Now clearly 
the induction hypothesis in step III holds for n= 1. 
III. Now we describe the induction step. Suppose that, for some n in, 
xk,( and x& (k= 1, . . . . n- 1; i, j= 1, . . ., k) have been constructed, ~JJ well 
as a subspace 2% C X, such that, with the notation 
(14 Yn-I:= 8p ({x0} u (xk,‘: k= 1, . . . . n- 1; i= 1, . . . . k}), 
the following conditions hold: 
(15) 2% is closed and codim Zn < 00, 
(16) h-1 n JL= (01, 
(17) 
1 
IIPn-r11< 3, where Pn-i : Yn-l+Zn + 2% is the projection 
onto 2% with ker P+i= YpI-l. 
Now we construct Zn,s and 4 (i, j= 1, . . . . n) and &,+I. In step IV we 
show that the conditions in step I are satisfied. 
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According to Lemma 7, it follows from (15) that m(2,) = 2. Thus we 
can find a curve yn in SZ,, with antipodal endpoints and length 
1,=l(ya)<2& if n>l. 
(For n= 1 no restriction is imposed.) 
Let g,: [0, In] + Zn be the standard representation (see [l]) of yn, and 
define 
Then we have (compare [14, Proof of Theorem 3.21) 
(18) 
n 1 
Ilwll < - zn ;Zn =l 
( > 
(i=l, . . . . 12) 
and 
I II- ,$ kc+ ( $+l %dl= ; llSn(O) - fh (19) - - (i&a) -$s(~Zn) + + fha(Zn)ll = E (I& i In ( > 11 = F >n - i (j= 1, . . . . n) n 
(i.e., Zn has the property JR,l-l+ ([la])). 
By (19) there exist fimctionals & E Z (j= 1, . . ., n) such that 
(20) 1gJll=l (j= 1, *.., n) 
and 
(j= 1, . . . . n). 
Now put 
(22) ~n,t:=~(Q+Ga,f- 
Define U& E (Yn-1 + Z,)* by 
(23) u$:= 1 
4 1+1 
( > 
( 
y gIYn-l+zn + e,, 0 P,-1 
> 
(j= 1, . . . . n), 
n 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, we oan choose & E X* (j= 1, . . . , n) such 
that 
(24) ~J~Y,,-,+z,=&J and ll~ll=Ild~ll (j=L . . . . ~1. 
De&ring 
(26) Y, : = sp ( yn-1 u (%&I), 
we see that, by (14), dim Y%<oo, so by Lemma 8 we can find a closed 
subspace Yn+i of X with oodim Y%+l c 00, Y, n Vn+l = (O}, and IIQnll < 3, 
where &B : Y, + Y,,+i + Vn+i is the projection onto V,,+i with ker Qn = Y,,. 
Next take 
It is easy to see, that with these Yn and &+I formulas (14) . . . (17) hold 
for n+l instead of n. (To check (17), note that P,,=&,JY,+~,+~.) This 
completes the induction step. 
IV. Let all x,,,( E X and C& E X* (n in; i, j = 1, . . . , n) be constructed 
step by step as described in III. We still have to prove that they satisfy 
formulas (9) . . . (13). 
Using (2% lIzoIl = 1, and (18), we find that (9) holds. 
Using (23), Ilz$o*(l=l, (20) and (17), we find that 
Il&ll< -+ cl, @En; j=l, . . . . n), 
1+ ; 
so, by (24), (IO) holds. 
From (22) follows 
To check (12) is a bit more complicated. By (18) and (20) we have 
I(~~,t,~~)I~II~n,tll~IIZ;t~ll~~ @En; 4j=l, . . . . n). 
This, combined with (21), gives 
1 
E(l- f, l] if j<i 
(27) <%(, 4f.j) (r&En; i,j=l, . ..) n). 
E[-1, -l+i) if jai 
Now, since x0 E Yn-1 (n ill) and zn,k E 2, (n EJ-~; k= 1, . . . . n), (22) implies 
that z~,~~(Y~-r+&) (nEn; i=l, . . . . n), so, by (24), 
(28) (xn,r,4j>=(xn.b fGf> @En; i,j=l, . . . . 4. 
Note that, by (26), 
(29) 213283 . ..3zz.3 . . . . 
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whenoezn,kEZnCZ1=ker~~((nEn;k=l,...,n).Furthermoreweh~ve 
xoe Ynml= kerP,-1 (Nan), sndP,-lzn,b=zn,k (Nan; k=l, . . ..n).which, 
together with (28), (22) and (23) gives 
(30) <Xn*it 4F.r) = 
n-2j 
12 
(n~l2; i,j=l, . . . . a). 
BY W), 
-j+@--j) I- ; < k$l (z;(,k,z”,,)<j 
( > - 
+n-j, 
or, equivalently, 
(31) 
n-2j j 
---&=z n - ; k%l (%,k, <,) < - y + 2’ 
(nfzll; j=l, . . ..n). 
From (30), (27) and (31), it follows for n En, l< j<i<n, that 
<Xtbf, G.,) E (( > l2 :, ; (l- t-q> 12(;+ $+ qc 
c (,,(:, $'- :)s ,,(:, $+ q $(l- i&)&l* 
and for nEYll, l<i<j<n, that 
<%,t, 4.g) E
I( > 
12 11+$-~-~)112(~+ 3(‘1”‘2))c 
C 
1 
L-c > 
12 1+ -y 
(-l-q12(:, &+“)= 
= 
1 
-& -&(l- A)). 
So (12) holds, and (13) holds for n=m. 
To prove the rest of (13), we distinguish the cases n-cm and ram. 
If n-cm and i E (1, . . . . nn), j cz (1, . . . . m}, then, by (26), 
Xn,( E YYi c Ym-1 c Ym-1+Z?n, 
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SO, by (24), 
(32) <x?s,t, &.I> * (xn.4, %>. 
Again we have zn,~ E 2, C 21 = ker xg (k = 1, . . . , n), and, by (26), we have 
x%,4 E Y,, C Y,-i= ker P,-1, so it follows from (32), (22) and (23) that 
1 
I <xn,4r 4L.j) I = 
1 m-2j 1 
12 I+; m ( > ( > 
< ----+z 12 1,; 
( ) 
On the other hand, if n>m and i E (1, . . . . n), j E (1, . . . . nz}, then, by (26), 
z,,~E&C&,+iCker&.j (k=l, . . . . n), 
80, by (2% 
<%,4, dt8.f) = <*x0, &.I>. 
Sinoe xs E Y,,+i = ker Pm-1 C Y,-I+!&, we then have 
1 
(X%4, x*,j> = C&o, G.j> = 
m-2j 
( > 12 1+; m 
( > 
and this again gives 
So (13) holds in all cases, which finishes the proof. cl 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Combining Proposition 6 and Proposition 3, 
we see that Theorem 1 holds for every x0 with Ilxoll=&. But then it holds 
for every x0 E X\(O), since we can pass first to an equivalent norm II.111 
defined by 
11411 = qqj l II4 (5 E a* Cl 
4. REXARKS 
REMARK 9. Using the notations of [13], Theorem 1 means that any 
isomorphism class S of normed spaces with m*(s) = 2 is not of type m*i 
(equivalently, na*r). This improves some results in [13, Section 171. In 
particular, if the oompletion of S is reflexive, but not super-reflexive, 
then S is of type nz*s (equivalently, m*s), by [ 13, Theorem 17N]. 
REMARK 10. Theorem 1 can be strengthened as follows: 
Let (X, 11. II) be a ~f3md 8pac4. If 2 is not super-re*ve (i.e., m(X) = 2), 
then for euey x0 E X\(O) ad la’ E X*\(O) euch t7mt [(x0, xt$:>I <+, the 
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eLz&ts OJ norm II I * I I I on X which is equivalent to II-II, such that xo is a jiat 
FPt for (X3 111~111) fJ& d is u flat spot for (x*, 111*111). 
(The dual norm on X* corresponding to 111. II I on X is also denoted 
The proof is essentially the same as the proof given here, but all that 
is done in the proofs of Propositions 3 and 6 for ~0, has to be done now 
for CEO and ZZ simultaneously. Moreover, we have to apply local reflexivity 
to replace the functionals in X**, occuring in connection with b, by 
appropriate elements of X, and we have to take care that these elements 
of X are in the kernel of the functionals occuring in connection with ZO. 
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